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since last year after the first round of war 6 games with the Lakers, the Oklahoma City Thunder team began to be widely seen as a
rising young army. And all this, and their number one star Kevin - Durant inseparable. The rising star is one of the hopes of the future
alliance. Nike has launched third generations of shoes for the signing star. In the playoffs, Nike deservedly launched the Zoom KD 3
playoff version for Kevin Durant. Today we're going to see the road colors in the Zoom KD 3 playoff series. Compared with the
ordinary version of Zoom KD 3, the playoff version changes is more in detail, the front side of the face fly stitching shoes joined the
phosphor, sparkling in the dark. For the combination of nubuck leather and uppers of woven material. And the rubber at the bottom
adds a lot of patterns,.

Recently the famous brand Beats by 
headset Dr has just won the fourth MVP Lebron. James created " What the; MVP? " version of the headset, the headset and the
special version of the " What the coating; MVP " Nike LeBron? X shoes color matching, also printed on the golden MVP on the side it
is worth mentioning that, the headset is dedicated to James, it may not be commercially available.
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